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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
The past eight months have brought many changes due
to COVID19. But difficulties have been matched with
new ideas and creativity. NJMA’s incredible resilience is
a tribute to the club’s strength: focusing on providing
members with the support and opportunities that they
need to progress and thrive in mycology.
What a great series of articles in the last newsletter, by
John Burghardt, about the forays. It is great to get
updates for those who could not attend a particular
foray. Keeping track of species found at the forays is a
big task. And now you can access the lists online, with
additional links to Mushroom Observer and iNaturalist.
The extra educational comments about the mushroom
finds is also much appreciated. There are some good
adaptations because of the COVID situation. This is a
great volunteer contribution by John and his wife Nina
who coordinated the forays.
Having three clubs (NJ, NY and Boston) join together to
get an amazing presentation from Cathy Cripps of
Montana State University on Alpine Mycology was a real
unique opportunity. Thanks to the great volunteer work
of NJMA’s Education Coordinator, Luke Smithson.
A new volunteer is needed to run the annual NJMA
Photo Contest. Jim Barg, the current coordinator, is
willing to work with his successor. Jim has spent many
years refining what is needed to have a fair and effective
photo contest. He will share what he has developed with
the next coordinator and work with them in 2021. Please
contact me at marraman1@verizon.net if you are interested. And please take a moment to thank Jim
(jimbargg5@mac.com), one of NJMA’s great volunteers.
– Frank Marra

EDITOR’S NOTES
NJMA’s annual election was held by email for the first
time this past December. The slate of officers (Frank
Marra, President; Sue McClary, Vice President; Igor
Safonov, Treasurer; Stefanie Bierman, Secretary) was
reelected for 2021. Nina Burghardt was elected to a fiveyear term as Trustee. Nina, along with trustees Dorothy
Smullen, Liz Broderick, Jim Richards, and Luke Smithson
and the four officers comprise NJMA’s Board of Directors
– the people that you should contact for any questions
about club business, complaints or suggestions.
One of the few positive things that has happened, as a
result of the isolation imposed by COVID-19, is the
regular Tuesday evening meetings of the Taxonomy
Group. This ongoing virtual event has been the catalyst
for members from Philadelphia and the Poconos in
Pennsylvania, the Adirondacks and NYC in New York,
and northern and southern New Jersey to get together
to share and discuss their fungal finds. Usually there are
25 to 30 members ZOOM-ing for a couple of hours
each week. In the beginning, the sessions concentrated
on recent finds, but now the group has begun to discuss
groups of fungi – one week, jelly fungi, the next, puffballs. What a great way for beginners to learn and for
more experienced collectors to prod their gray cells!
Drop in and check them out. Luke sends the information to your inbox every week.
The NJMA Photo Contest is about to get a new director
and probably a new format. Jim Barg, who has been
coordinating the event for many years is retiring from
the contest. He had greatly expanded the format after
he took it over in the late 2000s. Prior to that time, it
(continues on page 15)

Join us this Tuesday!

TAXONOMY TUESDAYS

Online every Tuesday evening at 7:00PM on ZOOM!
NJMA News is published bimonthly by the
New Jersey Mycological Association.
Annual subscription price is included in
NJMA membership dues.
Except where noted, articles may be copied or
reprinted with credit given
to the author(s) and NJMA News.
Views expressed herein do not imply
New Jersey Mycological Association endorsement.

Download the ZOOM app to your phone, computer, or tablet and have
digital photos of your mushrooms ready to present to the group.

Watch your email for details!

WELCOME TO THE
ONLINE EDITION OF NJMA NEWS
For the great majority of you who are viewing the online PDF of this
newsletter, please note that most web links and email addresses
are clickable. Clicking on a blue web or email address will launch
your web browser and take you to the specified page or open your
email software so you can send an instant email. Just look for the
“click finger” when you hover your mouse over these items.
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EDUCATION REPORT

by Luke Smithson, NJMA Education Chair,,
mycofreak74@gmail.com

I hope everybody has been finding time to learn about
mushrooms this winter. Mushroom season may be
slowing down, but we can continue to look for mushrooms in the colder months (flip those logs!!!). We can
also focus on learning more about what we will find in
the warmer months.
One way to do this is by attending the NJMA weekly
taxonomy meeting, dubbed “Taxonomy Tuesday”.
Started last May, members of NJMA have been meeting
via ZOOM on a weekly basis to discuss taxonomy and
look at recent finds. Participants range from beginner
to very experienced mushroom hunters, and all are
welcome. Look for the weekly email reminder or save
this link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81070574923.
We meet every Tuesday at 7:00pm. Participants can
expect a shift from the “show and tell” format to more
taxonomy-based discussions over the winter since we will
have fewer fresh mushrooms to identify. But we intend to
continue to meet and discuss mushroom taxonomy!
NJMA has also started co-hosting online educational
lectures throughout 2020 and will continue to do so into
2021. Our co-hosts have been the New York Mycological
Society, Boston Mycological Club and Eastern Penn
Mushroomers. Co-hosting allows us to pool resources,
keeping costs down and increasing the frequency that we
can offer lectures. 2020 topics have included:
• Bill Yule “Bugs, Slugs and other Mushroom Thugs”
• Jasmine Richardson “The Limitations of North
American Truffle Production: Why the Delay?”
• Jay Justice “Amanitas of Eastern North America”
• Leon Shernoff “Fall Mushrooms”
• Luke Smithson “The Post Maitake Mushroom
Season”
• Cathy Cripps “Mushrooms in Cold Places”
• John Michelotti “How to Quit Your Job and
Devote Your Life to Mushrooms”
• James K. Mitchell “An Introduction to
Resinicolous Fungi”
2021 will begin with NJMA member John Dawson
presenting a Slime Mold lecture and University of
Michigan Doctorate Student Alden Dirks presenting a
Crust Intro and Ecology lecture. Other topics that are
being worked on include medicinal mushrooms and the
always popular edible fungi. Finally, we plan to continue
the NJMA tradition of offering introductory classes to
members at the end of winter, just in time for the spring
mushroom season. The classes will likely be held virtually.
I hope you are finding the educational offerings
engaging and accessible. As always, please feel free to
contact me with any ideas or requests.

WELCOME TO ALL OF OUR
NEW NJMA MEMBERS!
We’d like to extend a warm welcome to the following members
who joined us between October 27, 2020 and December, 2020.
We look forward to seeing you at lectures, forays, and other
NJMA events once they resume! Happy ’shrooming!

Lisa J. Amabile

Hampton, NJ

Nicholas Attianese

Bloomfield, NJ

Ann Beirs

Haddonfield, NJ

Anne Bekker

Philadelphia, PA

Cathleen Boras

Shamong, NJ

Kelly Lynn Campbell

Voorhees, NJ

Joanne Carr

Newton, NJ

Yichao Chang

Green Brook, NJ

Matt Cuddy

Newton, NJ

Giuseppe & Maria D’Angelo

Marlton, NJ

Helen Dao

Woodcliff Lake, NJ

Susan Dery

Centreville, MD

Eric Fox

Brick, NJ

Michelle Galesi

Chatham, NJ

Joseph Grassi

Wildwood Crest, NJ

Elizabeth Gugliemini

Chester, NJ

James Haynicz

Monroeville, NJ

Brian Henderson

Brooklyn, NY

Lily Huang

Easton, PA

Sharon Inglin

Stockton, NJ

Robert Kane

Ho Ho Kus, NJ

Leigh Lagrosa

Ringwood, NJ

Suzanne Lauver

Sherman Oaks, CA

Bryon D. MacWilliams

Wenonah, NJ

Miriam Maid

Hamilton Twp., NJ

Scott McDowell

Bensalem, PA

Colin McHarg

Atlantic Heights, NJ

Debbie Meola

Hackettstown, NJ

Keith Morris

Vernon, NJ

Anthony Muia

Mountain Lakes, NJ

Erin O’Neill

Ewing, NJ

Jacqueline Rodzinski

Whitehouse Station, NJ

Molly Schneider

Amherst, MA

Thomas Sciro

Long Branch, NJ

Susan Sierke

Cranford, NJ

Michael Stanton

Somers Point, NJ

Matthew Steffens

Basking Ridge, NJ

Jessica Stensrud

Dundalk, Ireland

Rocco Sutterlin

Little Falls, NJ

William Yaeger

Lancaster, PA
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forayreports
2020 FORAYS IN REVIEW
by John Burghardt, NJMA Recorder

Fungi have been a bright spot in a year I will be happy
to see end. They just kept doing their thing – fruiting
after rain, and bringing out engaged, interested people
to walk in the woods. A challenge this year was the need
to depart from our long-standing practice of welcoming
all comers to forays, whether they were NJMA
members or not. The change was necessary to limit the
number of participants at each foray so that safe social
distancing could be maintained.
We made several changes. First, participation was
limited to NJMA members who were willing to wear a
face mask and abide by social distancing protocols, sign
up by email in advance, and indicate which forays they
wished to attend. Based on expressed preferences, the
foray chair, Nina Burghardt, invited a target number of
participants a week before each foray, and requested
confirmation by return email, so that someone else
could be invited if the person was not able to attend.
Attendance ranged from 15 to 25 people at each foray.
Overall, about 150 members participated in at least one
foray. About two-thirds of the participants had joined
NJMA in 2020. Who would have guessed that so many
people would sign up to walk around in the woods
carrying a basket, wearing a face mask, staring at the
ground, picking up and examining sticks, rolling over
dead logs and carefully digging out fungi when they
were present? Not surprisingly, we attracted lots of
quizzical looks from other users of the parks we visited.
The fungi were plentiful and diverse. The tables on
beginning on page 8 include 758 taxa. A total of 631
taxa were collected on our regular forays and another
127 were collected as part of the ongoing survey of
fungi at Franklin Parker Preserve in Burlington County
that NJMA has been conducting for the New Jersey
Conservation Foundation. Foray dates and locations are
shown in the table below. A listing of taxa collected by
foray is available at https://www.njmyco.org/downloadables/2020list.pdf.

Basidiomycetes reproduce sexually by producing
microscopic club-shaped structures (basidia) that in
turn bear basidiospores on their external surface.
Ascomycetes reproduce sexually by producing
ascospores within an ascus (a sack-like structure).
When mature, ascospores are ejected from the ascus,
sometimes with amazing force. The first 11 form groups
in our table are Basidiomycetes and the twelfth form
group includes all Ascomycetes. The greater number of
form groups for Basidiomycetes reflects the greater
interest of amateur mycologists in members of this
phylum. About two-thirds of the 100,000-plus fungi
known to science are Ascomycetes.
Myxomycetes (derived from the Greek “myxa” meaning
“slime” and “mycetes” meaning “fungus”) are commonly
known as slime molds. These fascinating organisms
move like animals (amoeba) and have complicated
fungus-like reproductive processes. If you have ever
collected an intricate, exquisitely colored fungal fruiting
body from a wet log, only to find a puddle of slime in
your basket after a few hours, that was probably a
Myxomycete. Myxomycetes used to be considered a
fungus when fungi were considered plants, and mycologists remain the major group of scientists who study
them. Approximately 700 species of Myxomycetes have
been described.
Finally, Lichens are a life form that combines a fungus
with either algae or cyanobacteria; both of which are
capable of photosynthesis. The algae or cyanobacteria
provide the fungus with carbohydrates, and the fungus
provides the algae or cyanobacteria with protection
from damaging ultraviolet light through a protective
shell containing pigments that absorb ultraviolet light.
Lichens do not draw nutrition from their substrate.

Thanks to Nina for setting up our forays, and then
staying in touch with members to make sure we had
enough but not too many people present at every foray.
Thanks also to everyone who participated for your
patience, good humor, and care in collecting and
looking at the fungi. It was great fun, despite the obstacles. Keep going out and looking for fungi. Some, especially the crusts and polypores, will continue to fruit
throughout the winter and early spring. Please join our
The taxa are listed in alphabetic order within “form groups”. weekly ZOOM taxonomy sessions that will continue
The form groups differ in the structure of their spore- through the winter. And share pictures of your winter
bearing surfaces, but most do not reflect genetic relation- collections.
ships, In 2020, we have added lichens as a new form group.
Thanks to Dorothy Smullen for being our Lichen-Identifier- Stay safe. Hope to see many of you in 2021.
in-Chief, and to Liz DeCicco, Karen Fisher, and Jason .
Hafstad for contributing identified specimens.
In welcoming lichens to our list, I want to explain how
they fit in. Our list includes members of three, now four,
major divisions within the tree of life. Kingdom Fungi
includes two major “phylla” whose members we collect.
These differ in their reproductive structures.

Visit the NJMA
Discussion Group
....

http://tinyurl.com/jjualgz
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DOGGIE “POISONING”?
Dear NJ Mycological Association:
We’re looking or anyone to help us identify a mushroom that our doggie ate and had somewhat severe
symptoms. hyper salivation, slight runny eyes, severe
stomach pain, diarrhea.
She was immediately taken to AERA hospital for treatment as is admitted for treatment but knowing the
mushroom she ate will help greatly.

of poisonous fungi (Galerina, Inocybe, Cortinarius,
etc.). Perhaps the ID can be narrowed down to a few
candidates based on the time of year and the substrate,
of course. Presumably, this is a gilled mushroom, but
the resolution is low to see the gills! Did it have a ring or
a ring zone on the stem? Would it be possible to photograph – in detail – fresh mushrooms growing on the
substrate?
Also, since the mushroom is largely intact and undigested, it may not necessarily be the culprit (never left
the gastric space). Since the symptoms include abdominal pain and diarrhea, the yet to be identified
poisonous agent has likely made it farther in the digestive tract. In other words, the vomited mushroom may
not be the problem. Not a doc or vet ... just a thought
based on facts. I hope my more perspicacious
colleagues have better ideas.
Wishing your pet a speedy recovery!
Best regards,
I. G. Safonov.
NJMA Treasurer & Membership Chair
--------------------------------------------------

is there anyone on your side that can take a BEST guess
as to what mushroom this is?
Location was in West Orange, NJ and this mushroom
either was growing on grass or mulch in the immediate
neighborhood we live in.
Thank You
– Peter Frigault
West Orange, NJ.
-------------------------------------------------Dear Mr. Frigault:It’s difficult to say what kind of mush this is from the
pictures and given the condition of the fruit body. Little
brown mushrooms (LBMs) are typically tough to ID to
species, but less so to a genus. The group is a rich source

Hi Igor Thank you kindly for the quick reply and insight.
Curiously both Amrita and I were doing research and
separately sent you and your colleagues the same
request. I’ve added her to cc.
We gave the mushroom to the AERA (Fairfield Animal
Hospital) and they sent pictures, info to CDC and they
suggest toxicity due to chemical Muscarinic from
mushroom class Hygrocybe. Not sure on the correct
reference. or spellings...
They suggest maybe more than 1 mushroom consumed
but vet internal medicine Dr. Justine Straus commented
that he has had other cases with similar symptoms that
may be misdiagnosed as DIET driven pancreatitis.
Esha (doggie) is doing better but remains under supervision she is over the worst of it. and should be home
today.
We will look for similar mushrooms in the neighborhood and obtain better pictures, samples for additional
analysis.
Thank You again. Interestingly the doctors at the
hospital also suggested to reach out to you and your
organization. Your reputation as a GO TO source is well
known and I would even suggest you add a section to
your website on people and pet ingestion warnings or
what to do to help identify specific mushrooms in this
scenario.
Anyway. THANK YOU!!!
– Peter Frigault
NJMA NEWS
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HOW FAST DO THEY GROW?

relation to the ground.

A common question that is heard in any mushroom
related gathering is “How long does it take a mushroom
to mature?”

It is certainly apparent from these few examples that
each mushroom grows at its own pace. The best way to
answer the question of “how long it takes” is to observe
some fungi and record what you discover. It is an interesting project that deserves more study.

by David Babik, Boston Mycological Club, Summer/Fall 2020

This is no easy question. The best
answer is “it depends”. Different
fungi grow at different rates.
Environmental conditions can be a
factor also. I have been observing
different species to see if it might be
possible to shed light on this query.
Also, please keep in mind that most
people are actually referring to the
fruiting body as opposed to the
underlying organism. The actual
organism or mycelium may live for
decades beneath the soil or in wood.
One of the first mushrooms I watch
grow each year is a group of trainwreckers, Nealentimis lepideus that
always appear in my neigh-borhood
around May 15th to June 1st. It is an
easy to ID species, due to its rubbery
texture and scaley cap and stipe. It
earned its name from the fact that it
was often seen on railroad ties and
could severely weaken the wood. In
my neighborhood, they appear on the
roots of an old white pine. I have
found that these mushrooms appear
and grow at a set speed, regardless of
rain or drought. I have noticed that in
colder temperatures, they may arrive a
week late. Here is how fast they grew
(see photos 1-3 in the left column).
Some mushrooms are much more
ephemeral. Photo 4 shows a group
of Japanese Umbrella Inkies,
Parasola plicatilis. These tiny delicate fungi appear in the early
morning after a rainy night. Most
days they have completely vanished
by noon. Many tiny lawn mushrooms have a similar life cycle of
less than a single day.
Some fungi may grow for years,
especially some of the hard polypores such as the Artist’s Conk,
Ganoderma applanatum. In photo
5, an ancient bracket was still
surviving on a fallen tree. The
fruiting body began to grow
perpendicular to the original
bracket to correct for the change in
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WHO’S IN A NAME?
Varrucaria lorrain-smithiae
by John Dawson (eighty-first in a series)

Varrucaria is a large genus of crustose lichens, among
which Varrucaria lorrain-smithiae is an Irish species
whose specific epithet honors Annie Lorrain Smith, a
distinguished Scottish mycologist and lichenologist
whose gender prevented her not only from pursuing a
college degree in Britain,1 but of holding an official position in any university there or in the British Museum
(where she nevertheless worked unofficially for 46 years!). Little wonder that she
was also active in the women’s suffrage
movement in Britain, where women were
only given the right to vote in 1928.
Born on 23 October 1854 in Liverpool2 into
the large family of Reverend Walter Smith
and his wife (also named Annie Lorrain),
young Annie grew up in Dumfriesshire,
Scotland, not far from Gretna Green. She
received her primary and secondary education in Edinburgh, but, unable to follow her
brothers to the University of Edinburgh
(where three of them later became professors), her parents sent her first to Orléans
to study French and then to Tübingen to
learn German.

the microfungi that affected their germination.4 Not
long afterward, she assumed primary responsibility for
fungi sent to the Natural History Museum for identification, especially specimens from East Africa, Angola
and the West Indies. Between 1895 and 1920, she
authored several papers on those species, as well as on
rare British species. She is credited with having
described over 200 new fungal taxa during her career,
the first in 1895.5
In 1896, Smith was one of the founding members of the
British Mycological Society, of which she served as
president in 1907 and 1917. She was one
of the first women to be elected a fellow
of the Linnean Society (in 1904), served
on its executive council from 1918 to
1921 and, the following year, was also
president of the South-East Union of
Scientific Societies.6

Beginning in 1906, Smith devoted her
primary attention to lichens. The
eminent British lichenologist James
Crombie died that year, leaving the
second volume of his Monograph of the
British Lichens unfinished. Smith
completed that work, which was
published in 1911. Seven years later, she
also published an extensively revised
Annie Lorrain Smith, OBE
second edition of Volume I of that work,
© The Trustees of the Natural
and in 1926 did the same for Volume II.
History Museum, London
When she returned from those studies,
Because those volumes lacked keys, in
Smith worked for a time as a governess, but then moved 1921 she published her own illustrated Handbook of
to London, where around 18783 she was permitted to British Lichens, and that same year her textbook
enroll as an “occasional student” in botany classes at the Lichens. For nearly thirty years, the former provided the
Royal College of Science taught by Dunkinfield Henry only available set of keys to all British lichens, while the
Scott. Smith so impressed Scott that he obtained a latter served for over fifty years as the standard work in
position for her at the Natural History Museum (a English on the historical development of the field of
branch of the British Museum), initially as curator of a lichenology.7
collection of slides of microscopic fungi that had been
purchased by the Museum not long before from Anton During 1909–11, Smith led a biological survey of
de Bary (profiled in the twenty-second installment of Ireland’s Clare Island, “the first project aimed at characthis series). It was her job to remount and organize terising [the natural history of ] a particular biogeothem.
graphic area.”8 In 1914, she traveled to Australia to
attend the 84th meeting of the British Association for
Early in her career, Smith did some research on the Advancement of Science and also visited the United
seaweeds, and then spent three years testing seeds and
(continues on page 13)

According to the profile of her by Sara Maroske and Tom W. May in their paper “Naming names: the first women taxonomists in mycology” (Studies in Mycology 89 [2018], pp. 77–78. That article goes on to say that, in 1869, a group of women known as the Edinburgh Seven matriculated at the
University of Edinburgh (the first female undergraduates to do so at any British university) but were prevented from graduating by a “hostile and at
times violent campaign” against them by opponents of higher education for women.

1

According to the entry on Smith by Mary R.S. Creese in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography and the Wikipedia entry on her. The source cited
above in footnote 1, however, states that she was born in Half Morton, Scotland, where her father was a minister in the Free Church of Scotland.

2

3

The profile by of Smith by Creese cited in footnote 2 says 1888, but that seems too late. Both other sources cited above say 1878..

4

Creese, op. cit.

5

A list of some of those taxa is given in the article by Maroske and May cited above.

6

Information in this paragraph is drawn from Creese, op. cit.

7

Ibid.
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NJMA SPECIES LIST - 2020 FORAYS
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NJMA SPECIES LIST - 2020 FORAYS

SPECIAL NOTE REGARDING OUR CALENDAR OF UPCOMING EVENTS
During the pandemic, NJMA members who are on our email list will receive notifications
of special ZOOM lectures via email whenever they are announced.
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NJMA SPECIES LIST - 2020 FORAYS

WHO’S IN A NAME?

(continued from page 8)

Smith never married, but lived with an older sister for
fifty years, whose death in 1933 may have been a factor
in Annie’s retirement. She herself died on 7 September
1837 after three years of ill health.

States. A few years later, when the staff at the Natural
History Museum became depleted during the war
years, Smith became acting assistant for fungi and In addition to Varrucaria lorrain-smithiae, at least two
lichens in the cryptogamic department.9
other fungi are named after Smith: Pseudophacidium
smithianum in the order Rhytismatales and Cytospora
Despite never being an “official” employee of the smithiae, a plant pathogen in the order Diaporthales.
Museum, Smith’s reputation was such that, in 1931, she
was awarded a civil list pension “in recognition of her
service to botanical science,” and when she retired three
9
Creese, op. cit
years later in her eightieth year the Order of the British
10
Citations quoted in the Wikipedia entry on Smith
Empire was conferred upon her “for contributions to
10
mycology and lichenology”.
NJMA NEWS
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THE LONG HISTORY OF
MAGIC MUSHROOMS

MAGIC MUSHROOMS HAVE BEEN MAKING THINGS
INTERESTING SINCE ANCIENT TIMES

by Caitlyn Hitt, from Thrillist.com, August 2020, via Spore Print,
newsletter of the Los Angeles Mycological Society, November 2020

Whether you’ve done them or not, you know what
magic mushrooms are and what they do. They’re naturally-occurring fungi called psilocybin mushrooms
that, when eaten, cause hallucinations. People have
been taking them for fun for centuries and, more
recently, have argued that they should be legalized for
their medicinal properties. That’s probably a long shot,
but you might as well learn a little about magic mushrooms... just in case.
Some historians suggest North African and European
cave paintings from 9,000 BC may allude to magic
mushrooms. It’s also known that Aztec rituals included
a hallucinogenic substance called “flesh of the gods”
that might have also been ’shrooms. It feels safe to
assume that ancient cultures were using magic mushrooms for something, but we can’t be sure.

•
•
•
•
•

Euphoria and giggling
Intense feelings of wonder and deep thinking
Staring at your hands
Altered perception of time
Some lights and visuals

It’s not all fun and games though. It can also cause:
•
•
•
•

Intense paranoia
Confusion
Nausea
A feeling of impending doom

Now, back to the history lesson. In 1960, Timothy
Leary, a counterculture and psychedelia icon, reads the
Life article on magic mushrooms. He decides to make
his way to Mexico and try it for himself. He does, and he
alleges that he’s permanently changed. Leary says he
learned more about his brain and self during his fivehour trip than he did in 15 years of school. He returns
to Harvard University where he starts the Har¬vard
Psilocybin Project to conduct experiments based
around psychedelic drugs. It’s all an effort to prove his
theory that drugs can lead to a higher slate of
consciousness.

Alan Ginsberg, a beat poet, catches wind of this and
heads for Cambridge to do drugs in the name of
science. He quickly becomes a big fan and tells famous
friends Jack Kerouac and Charles Mingus about the fun
he’s having and the fungus that’s leading the charge.
They’re into it, but Harvard seems to be growing tired
of Leary’s shenanigans. He’s fired in the mid-1960s, but
Jump ahead a bit to 1957. R. Gordon Wasson, a he doesn't care. He starts distributing psychedelics
successful banker and big fan of magic mushrooms, is throughout the US at the height of the hippie movetraveling through Mexico where he learns more about ment. Now that’s free love.
the stuff. In Oaxaca, he finds himself in a Mazatec ceremony, conducted by a shaman, featuring ’shrooms. In 1970, magic mushrooms are officially made illegal in
Wasson claims he didn’t do any, but we’ve all used that America. People don’t stop doing them, though writer and
excuse before. He does write about his experience in ethnobotanist Terence McKenna releases a book called
Life magazine, calling his article “Seeking the Magic Psilocybin: Magic Mushroom Grower’s Guide in 1976,
Mushroom.” The piece is credited with naming magic which is a huge deal. He says in the book that growing
’shrooms is “...only slightly more complicated than canning
mushrooms and making folks more aware of them.
or making jelly,” whicr certainly appeals to someone out
Around the same time, American scientists start there because they’ve been a staple ever since.
studying ’shrooms. In doing so, they enlist the help of Fast forward all the way to 2018. researchers at Johns
Swiss scientist Albert Hoffman, known as the “father” Hopkins University confirm that magic mushrooms can
of LSD. He’s probably a really interesting guy. He’s also be used medicinally to treat things like PTSD, depresthe first person to extract the psilocybin from the sion, and anxiety. It can also help people quit smoking.
mushrooms Wasson brings to the states from Oaxaca. The following year, amid a massive push for nationwide
Hoffman designates the chemical as the reason decriminalization of marijuana, Denver, Colorado,
’shrooms make people feel a little whacky.
decriminalizes magic mushrooms. It's not legalization,
but it’s a huge step. Later that same year, Oakland.
A brief sidebar: psilocybin doesn’t work right away. It California follows suit and decriminalizes all psychecan take an hour or more to kick in, meaning if at first delic plants and fungi. Washington and Oregon are
you don’t feel loopy, please don’t take more. What’s trying to do the same.
more, trips come in waves and can last between five and
seven hours, so if you’re going to do ’shrooms. don’'t do Magic mushrooms have come a long way. They’ll probit on a day you’ve got plans. As far as what it feels like, ably never be fully legal, but decriminalization and
medicinal use is a huge step in the right direction.
those who use it can expect:
What we can be sure of is that ’shrooms arrived in the
United States in the 20th century with a little help from
an executive at J.P. Morgan Bank. He discovers them on
vacation and thinks (presumably), “these are fun. I
should bring some home to my buddies.” So he does.
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BYTES, BITS, & BITES

TASTY LITTLE TIDBITS FROM OUR MEMBERS
Have you read something interesting concerning mushrooms or foraging?
Send it to njmabbb@gmail.com and share with the rest of our members!

from Sue McClary:

A mushroom-related brush with mortality how John
Cage fell for fungi:
https://tinyurl.com/y4dew476

from NY Times via Judy Glattstein and Mary Subourne:

I have never seen so many toadstools:
https://tinyurl.com/y6jngpbk

and causes no serious side effects – preliminary report
on Phase III trial.
Professor Tamara Teplyakova, from the Vector
mycology laboratory, revealed that she tested the mushroom’s effectiveness on herself, her family, and
colleagues who fell ill with Covid-19. After five to seven
days, the symptoms of the disease disappeared.
Speaking to Moscow daily RBK, Teplyakova explained that
the researchers next step was to test the mushroom on mice.
“To obtain a drug or dietary supplement based on
Chaga, further research is undoubtedly necessary,” the
publication says.

from Sue McClary:

Found most commonly in Northern Europe, the Chaga
mushroom is also known as Inonotus obliquus. In fact,
the English word ‘Chaga’ comes from the Russian name
for the fungus.

from Sue McClary:

The Vector Research Center of Virology and
Biotechnology, located near Novosibirsk, has been on
Russia’s front line against Covid-19 since day one. Last
month. President Vladimir Putin announced that the
government had approved a Vector-made coronavirus
vaccine, which is currently undergoing trials.

If mushrooms could talk:
https://tinyurl.com/y65r4gvv
Who controls mushroom harvesting on indigenous lands:
https://tinyurl.com/y3tpscwn

from Sue McClary:

NJ bill to lessen jail time for ‘magic’ mushrooms moves forward:
https://tinyurl.com/yyc7wl4b
from Sue McClary:

Magic mushroom ingredient could work as mental health
treatment:
https://tinyurl.com/y6tx3h7q
from Sue McClary:

Hedgehog mushrooms - easy to find and delicious:
https://tinyurl.com/y5b3pkwo
SURPRISING POTENTIAL COVID-19 REMEDY:

RUSSIAN SCIENTISTS
DISCOVER MUSHROOM WITH
ANTI-VIRAL PROPERTIES

by Jonny Tickle, from RT.com, November 2020, via Spore Prints,
newsletter of the Los Angeles Mycological Society.

With the world’s scientists hunting for a Covid-19 drug,
Siberia’s Vector Center has discovered antiviral properties
in the Chaga mushroom, found on birch trees, suggesting
that the fungus is capable of suppressing coronavirus.
According to the SCIENCE First Hand Journal, researchers
believe that drinking extracts of the fungus throughout the
day could fight the growth of the deadly infection.

The center is a world-class virology and biotechnology facility
and has one of the planet’s most comprehensive collections of
viruses, including Ebola, SARS, and smallpox.
“Climb the mountains and get their good tidings.
Nature’s peace will flow into you as sunshine flows
into trees. The winds will blow their own freshness
into you, and the storms their energy, while cares
will drop off like autumn leaves.”
– John Muir

EDITOR’S NOTES

(continued from page 2)

had pretty much been the same since I began the event
in 1979. Jim added new categories, prizes, and judges to
the format and kept building on that year after year.
Maybe the contest will go virtual with the winners
determined by the NJMA membership instead of a
panel of judges. Maybe there will be new categories.
The only thing we do know is that there will be a new
person in charge. Thanks, Jim, for your many years of
devotion and hard work to make the contest truly an
annual highlight on the NJMA calendar.

Once again, I am asking for your contributions to
NJMA News. Your photos, articles, recipes, and
“Due to the pronounced protective effect and low toxi- comments should be sent to njmaeditor@gmail.com.
city of Chaga, we can talk about creating antiviral drugs
using the mushroom as a base,” scientists say.
The deadline for the March–April NJMA News is
February 10th. Stay safe!
– Jim Richards
Russian Covid-19 vaccine Sputnik V is 92% effective
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MUSHROOM
COLORING

FUN!
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